Ruin and Dividend problems in the dual risk model
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Abstract

We consider the renewal dual risk model, dual to the well known classical risk model for insurance
applications, where premiums are regarded as costs and claims are viewed as profits. The surplus can
be interpreted as a venture capital like the capital of an economic activity involved in research and
development. Like most authors, we consider an upper dividend barrier so that we model the gains of
the capital and its return to the capital holders. Most authors have worked the model in the case of
exponentially distributed waiting times. Afonso et al. (2013) made connections between the compound
Poisson dual and the classical insurance models. Following the same line of research, Rodríguez–Martínez
et al. (2015) generalized to the case of Erlang(n) waiting times and also worked some connections to the
primal classical model. The income condition between the two models is reversed.
In this work we generalize further to a compound renewal (dual) risk model where the waiting times
between gains follow a (general) distribution in the Phase–Type family. Using the roots of the fundamental and the generalized Lundberg’s equation, we perform calculations to obtain ruin probabilities,
the probability to attain a given barrier level, the probability of a dividend, distribution of the number
and amount of dividends, among others. We work some numerical examples to illustrate the techniques
used and show results.
Keywords: Dual risk model; Phase–Type distribution, generalized Lundberg’s equation; discounted
dividends.
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